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PRRS
 Historically

 Type 1: European Strains

 Less pathogenic

 Type 2: North American and Asian strain

 More pathogenic

 More impact on reproductive performance

 Impact on the performance of growing pigs

 Limited to the nursery phase

 Limited to the acute phase of illness in maternity 
wards  

 Unfortunately everything has changed



Souche SRRP Rosalia in Spain
Highly pathogenic type 1 strain

Presentation by Dr. Eric Matau, University of Barcelona













Le virus Rosalia est le résultat de la 
recombinaison de 4 virus différents







PRRS Lineage 1 variant C 
RFLP144
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PRRS  RFLP 144 L1C variant in Maternity

 Acute Phase Severe Clinical Signs

 Sow mortality

 Abortion

 Pre-weaning mortality

 Prolonged chronic phase

 High mortality and poor zootechnical performance

 20-40% post-weaning mortality

 Do not respond consistently following herd closure

 Several herds still positive after more than 60 weeks of closure

 Considers depopulation when infected with its new strains







PRRS RFLP144 L1C variant : 
Growing Pig
 Very high viral replication and shedding

 More Enhanced Aerosol Transmission

 Post-weaning piglet performance is affected for a long time

 Very high transmission rate of growing pigs in the U.S. Midwest

 High pig density

 Few biosecurity measures

 Severe clinical sign and very high mortality in pigs from negative herds

 20-50% mortality 

 Little positive impact of PRRS vaccination

 Evidence of viral recombination



Viral recombination

 A process that allows the genesis of a 
new variety of virus by mixing the genetic 
program of two viruses of the same or 
unrelated family.

 The result of this recombination is 
referred to as a reassorted virus

 Mostly discussed at the level of influenza



Viral recombination

 Viral recombination can only occur if two different viruses 
simultaneously infect the same cell

 Viral recombination gives more or less viable, more or less virulent 
results

 In the vast majority of cases, the result is unsustainable

 However

 the more genetically close the different virus variants are

 The greater the number of infected animals

 And the longer the viral replication phase

 The greater the likelihood of viable recombination occurring



PRRS Viral Recombination

 The characteristics of the SRRP virus combined with some modern production 
practices used in the United States and Spain

 Multi-site production

 Movement of pigs between regions (countries at the level of Spain)

 Increases the number of pigs simultaneously infected with different strains of PRRS

 Whole-genome sequencing of the PRRS virus shows that this phenomenon is much 
more frequent than previously estimated

 Several evidences of recombination

 between wild strains

 Between wild-type and vaccine strains

 Between vaccine strains

 Those farming practices are also present in Ontario

 This should be consider in Control/elimination strategies



PRRS OUTBREAK MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (POMP)











New Diagnostic 
Technique



Collection des bouts de langues (mort-nés et mortalité préseuvrage)



Tongue tips

 As sensitive if  not better than processing fluid

 Better quality sample than oral fluids

 Can be collected and frozen for an extended period of time

 Minimum equipment  needed

 Scissor

 Forceps or pliers

 Freezer bags









Conclusion

 PRRS takes advantage of modern production systems to become

 More pathogenic

 More contagious

 At the clinical level, these new viruses 

 Create More Severe Losses

 Easier to transmit 

 Harder to get rid of

 More efforts must be put in place to limit the transmission but also the 
creation of new strains



Concluson

 Can we keep new variant from emerging?

 Reduce the rate of recombination

 Reduce at risk behavior

 Comingled multiple unstable sources

 Same barn

 Same region

 Reduce transmission to contain evolution

 Movement of highly infectious animal

 Kept biosecurity up to speed on the main risk of infection and transmission

 Emphasis on Biocontainment

 Animal movement





PED
 Acute diarrhea in all age groups

 100% mortality in lactating piglets

 Very strong maternal immunity three weeks after exposure

 Following the devastation of 2013 and 2014, PED became endemic in the U.S. 
pig herd

 Sporadic hatching on sow farms

 Especially in areas dense with pigs

 Circulation in the grow-finish population is often undetected

 Lack of washing and disinfection on market transport is a significant problem

 The virus can remain infectious for an extended period of time

 In manure (more than 60 weeks)

 In feed ingredients (several weeks in some ingredients)

 Several systems use viral inoculation to reduce the risk of recirculation



PED risks of infection in naïve area

 Movement of highly infectious animal

 Manure handling of infected site

 The port of entry in negative region

 Cull market

 If site positive possibility of moving highly infectious animal

 If site is never depopulating high risk of maintaining infection in clean zone

 Packing plant

 If the site receives positive animal

 Cross contamination of finisher late in phase

 Movement of highly infectious animal

 It is critical to monitor both Packing plant and cull market to detect and act on 
early infection

 Cheap (pool and 1 daily test)



Questions?


